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Endometrial cancer is that the commonest gynaecological cancer 

seen in ladies these days [1]. It's additional prevailing in high‐

resource countries, however its incidence is rising in low‐resource 

countries as a results of rising blubber and improved longevity. 

traditionally, carcinoma is classed in step with microscopic anatomy 

subtype, however recently—as a results of the Cancer ordering 

Atlas (TCGA)—a molecular‐based classification has been 

advocated thanks to its superior prognostication [2]. 

Endometrial cancer is curable, particularly within the early stages. 

Endometrioid microscopic anatomy has higher prognosis than 

nonendometrioid histologies. Surgery is that the mainstay of 

treatment. Adjuvant irradiation and general therapy play a task in 

hand-picked cases. correct mapping of the extent of cancer unfold 

is vital for applicable application of native and/or regional 

treatment. though carcinoma is surgically staged, the identification 

of unwellness extent—in explicit extrauterine spread—prior to 

surgery is vital to optimize treatment coming up with. This has been 

expedited by noninvasive medical imaging technologies together 

with ultrasound, X‐ray, computerized tomography (CT), resonance 

imaging (MRI), antielectron emission pictorial representation 

(PET), and, progressively, co‐registered pictures like like pictures. 

additional recently, intraoperative image techniques, like lookout 

lymphatic tissue (SLN) mapping area unit being employed to avoid 

in depth surgical staging while not compromising treatment. 

MRI of mucous membrane and cervical cancer facilitates patient 

stratification into treatment teams. MRI acquisition and interpretation 

errors will result in diagnostic and staging mistakes.In mucous 

membrane and cervical cancer, DWI, and DCE improve staging 

accuracy and tumour delineation.For each mucous membrane and 

cervical cancer, assessing lymphatic tissue involvement plays a vital 

role. Compared to CT and MRI, 18fluorine-18 fluorodeoxyglucose 

PET-CT (18F-FDG PET-CT) is additional correct for the detection of 

nodal metastasis larger than 10 mm. 

Key points in man staging of carcinoma 

Endometrial cancer is usually gently hyperintense on T2-WI compared 

to traditional involuntary muscle [3]. Subtype II tends to exhibit 

nonuniform morphology with areas of trauma and mortification and is 

often diagnosed with deep myometrial invasion.  

                

Most tumours arise from the bodily structure and show 
exophytic growth. Diffuse infiltrative growth isn't found and 
characterised by diffuse myometrial thickening. 

Cervical invasion is assumed once there's cutting or focal 
disruption of the hypointense signal of the cervical stroma and 
its continuity with the neoplasm. Stromal invasion, significantly 
once refined is best known in an exceedingly plane 
perpendicular to the canal. 

Invasion of the girdle wall is usually recommended once the 
space between the neoplasm and also the girdle wall together 
with internal prosthesis muscle, levator cuckoo, piriformis 
muscle or bone vessels is a smaller amount than three metric 
linear unit. 

Role of MRI in mucous membrane and 

cervical cancers 

• Detecting and staging carcinoma. 

• Detecting and staging cervical cancer. 

• T2-weighted imaging, purposeful imaging. 

              Conclusion 
The application of imaging within the management of 

carcinoma has become routine. it's resulted in higher 

matching of patients with the acceptable treatment modality 

or a mixture of treatment regimens, , leading to improved 

round the bend regional management and reduction in 

treatment‐related morbidity. Imaging has conjointly helped in 

decisive the most effective salvage strategy for patients with 

perennial carcinoma. 
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